With an increased awareness of manual handling risks, LEEC have specifically designed this trolley to cater for extra heavy loads, especially those involving bariatric cases. With a substantial construction the unit features a powerful electric power traction drive, to provide both ease of movement and precise manoeuvrability required even when fully loaded.

Particularly versatile in restricted space, the integrated traction offers a 30 km range on a single charge, enabling use not only for transfer and fridge loading, but also as a concealment trolley, using the optional frame and cover.

Parameters such as speed and torque are fully programmable and can be factory configured to suit any hospitals individual topography, enabling safe operation by one person.

Finished in a durable powder coated finish, the stable platform is built to withstand continual use. The control panel provides battery status and key operated functionality, whilst forward and reverse motions are fitted with safety interlocks.

The pump motor and battery are fitted in a steel housing which encloses the battery, motor and integral battery charger. Vertical elevation is provided with a single speed, power assisted hydraulic pump.

The trolley can readily be enhanced with a number of options to cater for many purposes in the mortuary, making this a useful, versatile and indispensable tool.

**Standard Traction Stacking Trolley Options:**
- WD - Weighing Device Attachment
- PUL - Powered End Roller (Tray Retractor)
- R - Raised Roller
- PO - Pass Over
- SL - Side Loading
- FD - Funeral Director Rollers
- SSF - Stainless Steel Finish

**Standard Traction Stacking Trolley Features:**
- Robust construction
- Durable powder-coat finish
- 380 - 1930mm Standard lift range
- Unit rated @ 50st 320kg lift
- Option to go to 65st 415kg lift
- Strode & Audible safety features
- Tractor driven mid(ind.) Drive legs
- Fully programable speed range
- Battery power drive and hyd. Elevation
- Option for on board weighing

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TRACTION STACKING TROLLEY**

```
2300 Overall

1060 Handle

430 Min
1980 Max

50 Ground Clearance

2040
```